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Teach viola with the popular Suzuki Viola School. The Suzuki Method(R) of Talent Education is
based on Shinichi Suzuki's view that every child is born with ability, and that people are the
product of their environment. According to Shinichi Suzuki, a world-renowned violinist and
teacher, the greatest joy an adult can know comes from developing a child's potential so he/she
can express all that is harmonious and best in human beings. Students are taught using the
mother-tongue" approach. Each series of books for a particular instrument in the Suzuki Method
is considered a Suzuki music school, such as the Suzuki Viola School. Suzuki lessons are
generally given in a private studio setting with additional group lessons. The student listens to
the recordings and works with their Suzuki viola teacher to develop their potential as a musician
and as a person.This revised Suzuki Book and CD, Volume 5, is integral for Suzuki viola lessons
and features:Revised editing of pieces, including bowings and fingerings* Additional exercises,
some from Shinichi Suzuki, plus additional insight and suggestions for teachers* Musical
notation guide* Fingerboard position * CD featuring recordings by William Preucil accompanied
by Doris Preucil.Titles: Tonalization (Suzuki) * Position Etudes-5th Position (Suzuki) * Etude for
Changing Strings (Suzuki) * Sonata in G Major (B. Marcello/Preucil) * Country Dance (Weber) *
Practice Suggestions (Preucil) * Nina (Pergolesi) * Spinning Wheel (Rubinstein) * Gigue
(Veracini) * Exercises for Shaping the Left Hand (Suzuki) * Suite I in G Major (Bach) * Moto
Perpetuo (Bohm) * Old French Dances (Marais) * Tonalization---C Major and minor scales and
arpeggios (Preucil) * Shifting Studies (Preucil) * Concerto No. 3 in C Minor, Op. 12 (Seitz).For a
complete list of the most recent printings by AMPV number, go to alfred.com/suzuki. This title is
available in MakeMusic Cloud."

From the Back CoverBreathe life into your creationsWith detailed examples, high-quality
professional images, and a touch of humor, this is the fully revised and updated second edition
of Jason Osipa's best-selling book on facial animation. You'll learn the basics of design,
modeling, rigging, and animation—while mastering exciting new techniques for stretch-and-
squash deformation, advanced blend extraction, and the latest software tools. Walk through the
author's detailed analysis of sample animations and discover how to add nuance and
sophistication to your designs.Full of insights drawn from years of professional experience, this
book provides the focused and practical information you need to create believable facial
animations.Learn visimes and lip sync techniquesConstruct a mouth and mouth keysExplore the
process of facial landmarkingMaster the cartoon techniques of squash and stretchHarness the
latest advanced blend extraction toolsCreate interfaces for your facesUnderstand skeletal setup,
weighting, and riggingControl faces with the book's powerful rig and learn how skin moves to
make various shapes and expressionsMaster powerful stretch-and-squash (and squoosh!)



techniquesFeatured on the CDFine-tune your facial animations with the techniques
demonstrated on the companion CD. Content includes tutorial files, lip sync samples, models,
textures, and more.About the AuthorJason Osipa is currently directing in San Francisco at
LucasArts, where he also works with sister company ILM on new ways to converge the tools and
techniques of games and film. He has been a working professional in 3D content for over 10
years, touching television, games, direct-to-video, and film in both Canada and the United
States. Carrying titles from author to modeler to animator to technical director, Jason has seen
and experienced the world of 3D content creation and instruction from all sides.
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Emmanuel Mora, “Just awesome. Cant complain It is awesome”

AMZS, “Five Stars. Nothing to really say--it was a required book from her viola instructor and she
is liking the music inside.”

Grimmace, “The next level book. Was instructed to get this by the player's instructor. Came fine,
and the CD helps. Seems to be a good book to improve and play more complex songs.”

Ebook Library Reader, “I Love Suzuki Viola. Great Book at a great price.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 26 people have provided feedback.
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Language: English
Reading age: 13 years and up
Grade level: 8 and up
Item Weight: 5.6 ounces
Dimensions: 8.7 x 0.2 x 11.7 inches
Paperback: 32 pages
Hardcover: 280 pages
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